
Company Profile
KYJM Fashion

KYJM Fashion is a leading buying house and buyer’s representative based in Bangladesh and 
has exposure in this trade since 2009. We supply our quality garments to many internationally 
reputable buyers/importers and departmental chain stores within the EEC markets. Since our 
establishment we have developed long term trade relationship with most of our potential buyers 
& earned trust in their respective markets. 

We do offer all kinds of knit-T-shirt, polo-shirt, pique polo tank tops etc. with different print, 
style & embroidery (for kids, ladies & gents). We assure premium-quality and delivery within 
the scheduled time frame. As a Buying house we can supply garments to suits the color, fabric 
and style as of the current season based on the sketches & measurements specified by the buyer. 

We have also a strong source of ready stock knit fabric to offer all kinds of knit-Men and Ladies 
T-shirt.

KYJM Fashion work force consists of highly experienced Q.Cs (Quality Controllers) and we 
have the necessary qualifications to be your trusted buying agents in Bangladesh. As a “YOUR 
NAME”   team we know our customer has a choice and our aim is to full fill their requirements 
with our best ability. We know this can only be possible by focusing on our customer’s business 
& protecting their interests’ requirements. We will go the extra mile & come up with an extra 
idea/modification (if you prefer) to demonstrate that we can make a difference in both fashion & 
cost. As a company, our strategy is to create sustaining values for our customers/buyers far better
than those of our competitors.

We have also a continuous factory assessment program which enables an accurate match 
between buyer needs & factory space booked by us. We also ensure that your orders are handled 
by reliable & financially stable factories which have a “Total Quality Orientation”.

Today’s Bangladesh is an important source for all types of ready-made garments for importers, 
retailers & chain stores in the developed countries. Keeping pace with the changing world the 
garments industries in Bangladesh are becoming more & more dynamic and also becoming 
globally popular for its reputation in locally produced fabrics & labor cost.

Buyers/importers can enjoy further cost reduction when ordering garments made from locally 
produced fabric/yarn – entitle for REX, discount-applicable for EEC countries.

This is an opportunity for all new buyers to increase their profit margin at the same time can 
satisfy consumers with quality products that we deliver.



If any buyer/importer/wholesaler/department chain stores wish to do business with us, we can 
give you our best assurance for our committed service with all types of feed back with samples 
including attractive price quote.

We are 100% export oriented company and we believe that the truly powerful & enduring 
alliances can only be guaranteed by delivering total customer satisfaction in the garmenting & 
related service.

Name of Company:      KYJM Fashion              

Managing Partner  :      Md Farhanul Kabir
(Head of the team)             

Mob                        :  +8801812 958 441 ; +8801716 130 868

Production              :   Mohammad Jahangir Alam
Co-ordinator             

Mob                        :  +8801881 664 725 ; +8801712 183 595

Address                  :      House no 503 (1st Floor, Flat 203). Road no 09, 
                                      DOHS Baridhara, Dhaka-1206.

E-mails                   :  kamol@kyjmfashion.com,  kjym2013@gmail.com

Web Site                 : https://www.kyjmfashion.com
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